An Adaptive Transmission Range Based Topology Control (ATRTC) scheme is proposed to reduce delay and improve reliability for data collection in delay and loss sensitive wireless sensor network. The core idea of the ATRTC scheme is to extend the transmission range to speed up data collection and improve the reliability of data collection. The main innovations of our work are as follows:
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Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing transmission power of nodes according to the communication distance can effectively reduce the energy consumption of the nodes and extend the network lifetime. (2) Reducing network communication interference, thereby increasing the number of simultaneous network communications, improving network throughput, and at the same time reducing energy consumption [16] [17] [18] : if the nodes density is relatively high, appropriately reducing the communication radius of nodes will not only reduce the energy consumption, but also reduce the wireless communication interference between the nodes. Therefore, more nodes can communicate at the same time, thereby increasing the network's throughput.
Most of the topology control studies are based on the ideas mentioned above, that is, adaptively adjusting the communication radius of the nodes, and meanwhile satisfying the communication, the nodes communicate with the smallest possible communication radius. This can reduce energy consumption and interference. Increase throughput improves network life. These studies can be found in [10, [19] [20] [21] . Although the main idea of topology control has been widely used in most networks, it leads to good results. However, we have found that for a type of delay and loss sensitive data aggregation wireless sensor networks, the idea mentioned above cannot lead to good results. In some applications, wireless sensor networks need to periodically collect information such as crop temperature and humidity. The users of these applications need to know the minimum value or maximum value rather than every detail value. Therefore, using data aggregation can minimize the volume of data to transmit. In such data collection, any n data packets will be aggregated into one data packet. But the wireless channel is usually lossy due to the complexity of the physical environment. Less delay time of data collection is important for these applications. But more delay time will be caused by the packet loss if the wireless channel is lossy. Therefore, how to adopt the appropriate topology control technology in such applications to achieve fast, efficient, and highly reliable data collection is a challenging issue [22, 23] .
Using broadcast method can effectively improve the reliability of data collection [24] . When the sender node transmits data by broadcasting, all the nodes which are in the transmission range of the sender node will receive the data possibly. Only when all the nodes fail to receive the data, the data will be lost. Obviously, this approach can significantly reduce the probability of packet loss but increases energy consumption. However, compared to retransmission method in unicast mode, broadcast still has the following advantages: (a) the sender node only needs to broadcast once and it may achieve high reliability. But the data loss in unicast mode requires multiple retransmissions. (b) Broadcast has a great advantage in data collection speed. In unicast mode, if the packet is lost, retransmission is required, and the retransmission time is very long. But broadcast mode usually does not need retransmission, so it reduces the transmission time.
There are a few studies based on the collection of broadcast data for delay and loss sensitive wireless sensor network. But according to our investigation, there is no topology control method based on broadcast data collection mode. The previous topology control method is to reduce the transmission radius of the nodes as much as possible to save energy and reduce the interference range. However, topology control in this article takes the exact opposite of the previous topology control strategy. In the topology control of this paper, instead of reducing the transmission radius of the nodes, the remaining energy in the network is fully utilized to increase the transmission radius of the nodes to improve the reliability of data collection and the data collection performance, while ensuring a high network lifetime. In summary, the main contributions of this article's research work are as follows:
(1) An Adaptive Transmission Range based Topology Control (ATRTC) scheme is proposed to reduce delay and improve reliability for data collection in delay and loss sensitive wireless sensor network. In contrast to the previous reduction of communication radius to reduce interference and save energy, the core idea of the ATRTC scheme is to increase the radius of broadcast to speed up the collection of data and improve the reliability of data collection. The reason for increasing the radius of broadcast to optimize the network performance is as follows: the expansion of the transmission range will allow the data packet to be received by more receivers, thus improving the reliability of data transmission. On the other hand, by extending the transmission range, data packets can be transmitted to the sink with fewer hops. Thereby the delay of data collection is reduced and the reliability of data transmission is improved. Extending the transmission range will consume more energy. Fortunately, we found the imbalanced energy consumption of the network. There is a large amount of energy remains when the network died. ATRTC scheme proposed in this paper can make full use of the residual energy to extend the transmission range of nodes. Because the expansion of transmission range, nodes in the network form multiple paths for data collection to the sink node. Therefore, the volume of data received and sent by the near-sink nodes is reduced, the energy consumption of the near-sink nodes is reduced, and the network lifetime is increased as well.
(2) According to the analysis in this paper, compared with the CTPR scheme, the ATRTC scheme reduces the maximum energy consumption by 9%, increases the network lifetime by 10%, increases the data collection reliability by 7.3%, and reduces the network data collection time by 23%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works comparing with our scheme. Section 3 describes the network model and defines problem statements of this paper. In Section 4, we give the design ATRTC scheme for delay and loss sensitive WSNs. In Section 5, we do performance analysis to ATRTC scheme. We conclude this paper in Section 6.
Related Work
Advances in technology have made sensors smaller, more accurate, and less expensive. Thanks to this, wireless sensor networks have been widely used in various fields [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Because building a sensor network requires a large number of sensor nodes, sensor nodes are usually cheap. Due to the cost, the battery, CPU, memory, and communication capabilities of Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing 3 sensor nodes are limited. The main goal of the optimization of the sensor network is to increase the lifetime and reliability of the sensor network and reduce the sensor delay [25, [31] [32] [33] .
Topology control technology is an important and commonly used optimization technique in networks fields [34] [35] [36] [37] . Topology control technology has considerable studies in WSNs [38, 39] . At present, studies on topology control in WSNs can be mainly divided into network coverage issues and network connectivity issues. And network connectivity issues include Power Management Mechanisms and Power Control Mechanisms [9] . This paper focuses on the Power Control Mechanisms. In general, sensor nodes such as the MICA2 mote have multiple power levels adjustable. By such a fact, one natural question is the following: Is it wise to make radio work with the maximum working power all the time? Research literature later found that the answer is negative. The optimal transmission power is normally between minimum value and the maximum value. The paper [19] proposed a COMPOW Protocol. It can determine the minimum common transmitting range needed to ensure network connectivity. The authors believe that the two nodes that are closer together do not need the maximum transmission power. Reducing the transmission power to reduce the transmission range has two advantages. On the one hand, it can increase the battery lifetime. On the other hand, reducing the transmission radius can reduce the interference of neighbor nodes. It can increase the number of nodes that can transmit at the same time, thereby increasing the network capacity. But in reality, link is not always reliable, and it is difficult to guarantee the link quality under the transmission power of COMPOW. A large number of experimental results in [40] proved that the transmission power is related to the link quality. The relationship of transmission power and received signal strength indicator (RSSI)/link quality indicator (LQI) are analyzed, and a prediction model is established. The authors also proposed the Adaptive Transmission Power Control (ATPC) algorithm, a feedback-based transmission power control algorithm to dynamically maintain individual link quality over time. This algorithm achieves energy efficiency and guarantees the link quality between neighbors. However, the implementation of this algorithm also requires additional data exchanges between neighbor nodes. Therefore, although ATPC has improved in energy saving, the network delay will be increased.
For the issue of link quality, [41] conducted deep research. Marco and Bhaskar use mathematical techniques from communication theory to model and analyze low power wireless links. And they analyzed how multiple factors affect link quality. The paper [41] measured the link quality using packet reception rate (PRR) and introduced the relationship between PRR and distance under certain transmission power conditions. Based on this, this paper analyzes the relationship between transmission distance and the power under the condition of guaranteeing link quality. In applications requiring high reliability, it is not wise to simply increase the link quality by increasing the transmission power. Because the relationship between transmit power and PRR is nonlinear, in the case of relatively high PRR, a huge transmission power improvement can only be obtained in exchange for a slight PRR improvement. In the application of high reliability requirements, the following methods are generally used to improve the reliability of the transmission:
(1) Broadcast technology: broadcast technology is a highly reliable data transmission technology. It allows nodes to transmit data to multiple destination nodes at the same time. As long as one destination node receives data, it can continue to transmit. Therefore, even if the quality of links between nodes is relatively low, the probability of successful transmission in the case of a large number of destination nodes can reach a very high level. Of course, broadcast technologies also have drawbacks. Uncontrolled broadcast technologies such as flooding can significantly increase the amount of data, cause a lot of energy waste, and shorten the network lifetime. This is called broadcast problems [42] . There are many papers on the research of broadcast storm problems and propose improvement strategies. The paper [43] introduces a location aided algorithm to compute the optimal local cover set without delay and without much communication overhead. The approach in [44] is based on selecting a small subset of nodes to form a forward node set to carry out a broadcast process. These methods in [43, 44] require each node to know its k-hop (k >=2) neighbor information, which cause a large amount of extra information exchange, which generates additional energy consumption, so the improvement of energy efficiency is not obvious. An important solution to the broadcast storm problem is to use data aggregation technology. The paper [45] shows that appropriate use of in-network aggregation can significantly reduce the amount of traffic generated over the network. Data aggregation technology is a very important technology to reduce the data volume in wireless sensor networks [46, 47] . There are many researches on the application of data aggregation in wireless sensor networks. The paper [48] adopted the data aggregation technology in industrial wireless sensor networks (IWSNs). And it used cluster heads to reduce the amount of transmissions required to transmit the same information to the BS and reduces the latency at the expense of some reduction in performance. The paper [49] proposed distributing delay efficient data aggregation scheduling to reduce the delay effectively, in which data aggregation is an essential operation.
(2) Retransmission mechanism: in order to achieve high reliability, using the retransmission mechanism is the most direct choice. In the process of data transmission between the node and the destination node, if there is a packet loss, the destination node will send a message to the source node to inform the packets loss. Then, the source node will retransmit the lost packets. If the destination node retransmits successfully, it will return an ACK message. Otherwise, the source node will continue to retransmit and stop retransmitting until it succeeds or reaches the upper limit of the number of retransmissions. Many studies have achieved robust and reliable wireless transmission by using a retransmission mechanism. The papers [50, 51] are examples of using retransmission mechanisms to solve reliability problems. The paper [50] proposes PSFQ (Pump Slowly, Fetch Quickly), a reliable transport protocol suitable for a new class of reliable data applications in wireless sensor networks.
The paper [51] proposes a scalable framework for reliable downstream data delivery that is specifically designed to both address and leverage the characteristics of a wireless sensor network, while achieving the reliability in an efficient manner.
The use of the retransmission mechanism is energy efficient compared to the broadcast mechanism and the following redundancy mechanism, but there are also problems with large delays, because the retransmission mechanism requires multiple transmissions and an acknowledgment message which lead to additional wait time.
(3) Redundancy scheme is also a way to improve reliability [52] . This scheme is usually using Erasure Coding, that is, when transmitting data, encode M source packets into N+R (N+R>M) packets for transmission. At the destination node, it can reconstruct M original messages if the destination node receives at least N out of N+R encoded data packets [53] . Theoretical analysis in [53] indicates that when the loss probability remains low or moderate, redundancy scheme is more reliable and energy efficient than retransmission. However, the performance of the redundancy scheme will greatly decline under the condition that the probability of loss is high.
The System Model and Problem Statement
3.1. The Network Model. A wireless sensor network for periodic data collection is adopted in this paper. This network is composed of a sink node and sensor nodes. The sensor node in the network is responsible for collecting the physical characteristics of the surrounding environment and generating data. On the other hand, the sensor node is also responsible for data transmission and data aggregation. The sink node in the network is responsible for collecting all incoming data and processing it for sending to users using the wireless sensor network. This kind of network has widely application scenarios, such as predicting the weather by collecting wind information periodically and monitoring forest fires by collection temperature information periodically. For the deployment of the network, the coverage of the entire network is a circle with radius . The sink node is located in the center of the network, and sensor nodes are randomly and uniformly deployed in the entire network range with a distribution density of .
The Wireless Channel Reliability Model.
Due to the complexity of the physical environment, the communication links between nodes are lossy. This paper uses the packet receiving rate proposed by [41] to measure the quality of communication links between nodes. For a data transmission process, the sender is the node that sends the data, and receiver is the node that receives the data. The packet acceptance rate of a node is defined as the ratio of the number of data received by the receiver to the number of data sent by the sender node. According to [41] , the packet reception rate (PRR) is calculated as follows:
where is the frame size of the packet, is the noise bandwidth, and is the sending rate of nodes. In general, the values of , , and are fixed in the same network, and their specific values are summarized in Table 1 . Substituting specific values of , , and into (1), the equation of with respect to ( ) can be expressed as
Assuming a given transmit power , the signal-to-noise ratio at the distance can be expressed as
where Bottom noise is −115 and ( ) is the loss value during transmission.
The value of ( ) can be derived from the following equation:
where 0 is a reference distance, is the path loss exponent, and is a zero-mean Gaussian distribution of the random variable.
The Data Collection Model.
Wireless communication technology is adopted during the data transmission between nodes in the network. The routing algorithm used for the network is the shortest path algorithm. If the sink node is within the transmission range of the node, the data can be directly transmitted to the sink node. For a node that is far away from the sink node, the data need to be transmitted to a node that is closer to the sink node and forwarded by this node to a node closer to the sink node until it reaches the sink. This type of transmission is called multihop transmission. In the process of data transmission to the sink node, the number of transmissions is called the number of hops. For nodes with the same number of hops, their distribution positions appear as a ring, which we call a tier.
If all the nodes in the network have the same transmission range, the network can be divided into several tiers with the same width. If the ring width is (0 < ≤ ), the network can be divided into ⌈ / ⌉ tiers. From the center to number each tier in ascending order, 1, 2, 3,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, ⌈ / ⌉, and denoted the nodes in tier .
The data collection in the network refers to the process of collecting and processing the data packets generated by all the sensor nodes in the network and collected in the sink node. The entire data collection process begins with the node in the outermost tier, from the outside to the inside, and the data are collected tier by tier according to a certain collection method until all the data reach the sink node. The broadcast mechanism is adopted for data transmission in order to improve the reliability. By using the broadcast mechanism, sender node can send data to multiple receiver nodes simultaneously. As long as any node in the receiver nodes receives the data sent by the sender, it can ensure that the data continue to be transmitted without loss. As can be seen from Figure 1 , there are two sender nodes sending data. But the data sent by them are not received by all receiver nodes. Although the data sent by the sender on the left is only received by one receiver node, the data can still be transmitted to the sink node. Therefore, using broadcasting can greatly improve the reliability of transmission. In general, the sink node has multiple antennas; therefore, its children can be seen as having multiple parent nodes.
Using broadcast mechanism improves the reliability of data transmission, but it dramatically increases the amount of data transmission as well. As can be seen from Figure 1 , after a data packet B sent by a sender node is received by two receiver nodes, both receiver nodes will send B to their parent node (the sink node); i.e., their parent node receives duplicate data causing energy waste. It is obviously not feasible to simply use the broadcast mechanism. Therefore, data aggregation technology is adopted in the process of network transmission. In the process of data collection, the node can use the data aggregation technology to process the received data, and the data size after processing will be greatly reduced.
Data aggregation technology is a technology used in data transmission to reduce the amount of data transmitted. As shown in Figure 2 , the data aggregation technology uses a specific aggregate function to process the input data packets and outputs an aggregated data packet. The size of the output data packet is significantly reduced compared to the total size of the input data packet. In this paper, a widely used aggregation model called increasing aggregation model is adopted, same as [54] . When raw packets are aggregated, the size of the aggregated packet can be calculated according to the following equation:
where | | denotes the size of output packet after aggregation and | 1 |, | 2 |,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, | | denote the size of raw input packets, respectively.
Problem Statement.
For wireless sensor networks, how to achieve better network performance under limited resources is of great importance. For periodic data collection WSNs, improving the reliability of data collection, how to reduce the length of data collection, and how to improve the network life are the main aspects of our efforts to improve.
(1) Data collection time (T): data collection time is the time length for a data collection cycle. It is the time length from which the outermost node starts to transmit data to all nodes in the network to complete the data transmission. The longer the data collection time is, the longer it takes the user to get the latest data. Obviously, the shorter the data collection time, the better. Let t denote the transmission time of all the nodes in tier , and the data collection time (T) can be expressed as the sum transmission time of nodes in all tiers:
(2) Data collection reliability (Q): the data collection reliability refers to the probability that all the data transmitted from nodes in all tiers reach the sink node without loss after a data collection cycle is completed. In the application of periodic data collection WSNs, no data loss will affect the result. However, using data aggregation increases the amount of useful data contained in a packet. Therefore, the probability of packet loss affecting the final result increases. Obviously, improving the reliability of data collection is very important. The greater reliability (Q) of data collection, the better:
(3) Network lifetime (L): the lifetime of the network refers to the time when all nodes in the network normally perform the function. Since the WSN is an ad hoc network, the death of any node in the network will affect the performance of the network. Therefore, the network lifetime is generally defined as the lifetime of the first dead node in the network. Since a periodic data collection network is adopted in this paper, the network lifetime can be represented by the data collection cycles of the network until the first node dies. Obviously, the longer the life of the network, the better. Let denote the energy consumption of a node that consumes the highest energy in the network during a data collection cycle, and denote the initial energy of the node. The network lifetime can be expressed as follows:
To sum up, the goal we want to achieve can be expressed by the following expressions:
In (9), Q , T represent the minimum standard required by the user. The goal of (9) is to improve the performance as much as possible, while ensuring that T and Q reach the minimum standard, while maximizing the network lifetime as much as possible.
The Design of ATRTC Scheme

Research Motivation.
There are two main aspects of motivation for this paper: On the one hand, if the transmission power of node can be increased, the transmission range of the node will extend and the PRR does not decrease. On the other hand, in the wireless sensor network under the traditional scheme, the energy consumption of a small part of the nodes near the sink node (near-sink nodes) is much greater than that of the most of the nodes far from the sink node. This leads to the energy remaining of most nodes after the death of the network.
If transmission power of a node can be increased, then the transmission range of node can be extended and PRR will not decrease at the same time. If the transmission range of the node can be extended to a certain level, the number of hops that node transmit data to sink can be reduced. That means the data reaching sink node need less forwarding times than before which can reduce the transmission time.
Since the wireless channel between nodes is lossy, there is a possibility of packet loss during data transmission. During the transmission of a data packet from a node to the sink node, the probability of packet loss increases with each hop. Since extending the transmission range of node will reduce the number of hops, the possibility of packet loss will be reduced during the transmission to the sink node. From the perspective of the entire network, extending the transmission range improves the data collection reliability. Unfortunately, increasing the transmission power will increase energy consumption and shorten the lifetime of the node. It is unwise to increase the transmission power blindly.
In general, there are different power levels that can be adjusted in a wireless sensor node; for example, MICA2 has 26 transmit power levels (-20 to 5 ). According to the reliability model in Section 3.2, the relationship between transmission range and transmission power under different PRR can be obtained. In Figure 3 , the higher the transmission power, the large the transmission range, under the situation of the same PRR. And at the same transmission power, the higher the PRR, the smaller the transmission range. Assume that the network used in this paper requires the PRR to be 0.868. The maximum transmission range that can be achieved under different power levels is summarized in Table 2 .
As shown in Table 2 , when the transmission power is -20
, the transmission range is 28 . Because -20 is the minimum transmission power of the node, 28 is the minimum transmission range that guarantees PRR = 0.868. When the transmission power is -8
, the transmission range of the node can reach 55.9 , which is about twice the minimum transmission range. And when the transmission power is 5 , the range can reach 118.1 , which can reach more than 4 times the minimum range.
(2) Under the traditional Constant Transmission Power and Range (CTPR) scheme, there is a big difference in energy consumption of nodes in different locations in the network. Because the nodes close to sink node need to bear forwarding a large amount of data sent from far-sink nodes, the energy consumption of near-sink node is much great than that of farsink node. Because of the death of one node in the wireless sensor network, it will have a great impact on the network, so that the entire network cannot complete the predetermined function. So, once a node dies, it is regarded that the entire network is dead. At this time, far-sink nodes still have a lot of energy left. In other words, there is still a large amount of energy in the network that can be used after the network died.
We analyzed a network consisting of 500 wireless sensor nodes and a sink node using traditional Constant Transmission Power and Range (CTPR) scheme. Some specific parameters of this network are summarized in Table 3 .
We have calculated the energy consumption of each node of the network in one data collection cycle and the remaining energy of each node after the network died. As shown in Figure 4 , the energy consumption decreases from the nearsink node to the far-sink node under the CTPR scheme. The trend of energy consumption for receiving and transmitting is similar to the trend of total energy consumption. The energy consumption of the node in tier 1 is the largest. The total energy consumption and energy consumption for receiving of nodes in tier 1 are greater than twice that of nodes in tier 2.
Since nodes in tier 6 are located at the outermost tier of the network, there is no child node and no energy consumption for receiving data, and their total energy consumption and energy consumption of the transmitting are also minimum. The total energy consumption of the first-level nodes is as high as 219 times the energy consumption of nodes in tier 6.
We can see the huge difference between them. Figure 5 shows the lifetime and the residual energy of nodes at each tier after the network died under the CTPR scheme. The black line in the figure shows the lifetime of the node, and the cyan line shows the residual energy after the network died. First, from the black line, it can be seen that the lifetime of the nodes from the first layer to the sixth layer is longer and longer. Since the lifetime of the network is equal to the lifetime of the first dead node, under the CTPR scheme, the lifetime of the network is equal to the lifetime of the node in tier 1. Second, from the cyan line, it can be seen that the residual energy of the node in tier 1 is close to 0, while the residual energy of nodes in other tiers reaches 60% of the total energy.
From the analysis in Figures 4 and 5 , we can see that the energy utilization rate of the traditional network using CTPR scheme is very low, and the energy consumption of the network is uneven. After the network died, most of the nodes in the network have a large amount of residual energy. In one word, the CTPR scheme needs to be improved.
Based on the above two points, there is a scheme that can utilize the remaining energy of the far-sink nodes to increase the transmission power of the nodes and improve the network performance. By analyzing the network energy consumption and performance, we propose an Adaptive Transmission Range Based Topology Control (ATRTC) scheme. It can improve the reliability of data collection and reduce the delay of data collection without affecting the network lifetime.
The ATRTC Scheme.
The main idea of the ATRTC scheme is to extend the transmission range of the nodes which have remaining energy by increasing the transmission power of the nodes, so that it can reduce the network collection time and improve the reliability of the network collection. As shown in Figure 6 , when the network uses the CTPR scheme, the transmission range of the node is in the range of < < 2 . This transmission range can make sure that the node can transmit data to the parent node in the next tier. While the ATRTC scheme increases the transmission distance of the node by increasing the transmission power of the node to a range of 2 < < 3 , so that the node in tier can transmit the data to node both the tier -1 and tier -2 nodes. By modifying the transmission protocol, nodes in tier can transmit data only to the nodes in tier -2. We call this type of transmission a cross-tier transmission. The ATRTC scheme adaptively extends the transmission range and makes sure PRR reach a level that user required according to the condition of the energy remaining of nodes in different tiers. Through the cross-tier transmission, the number of hops transmitted from the node to the sink node is reduced. In this way, the reliability of the network data collection can be improved and the network data collection delay can be reduced, so that the network performance can be improved.
According to the main idea of the ATRTC scheme, we have designed the ATRTC scheme algorithm (see Algorithm 1).
The Calculation of Energy Consumption.
Calculating energy consumption in the network is very important for the ATRTC scheme. ATRTC scheme needs to adjust the transmission power of node in each tier according to the energy consumption in the network, since the biggest part of the energy consumption of the nodes is the data transmission and the energy consumed by other aspects is negligible. Therefore, the energy consumption of a node is approximately equal to the energy consumption of a node for data transmission. The energy consumption of a node needs to be calculated based on the amount of data transmitted by the node data.
The data transmission of a node includes two parts: receiving data from the child nodes and sending data to the parent nodes. Since broadcast mechanism is adopted in the network, a node can have more than one parent node at the same time. That means the data sent by a node can be received by multiple parent nodes simultaneously. And that also means different parent nodes may have the same child node. It is more complicated than the unicast mechanism where just one node sends data to another node. In the same tier of the network, if the position of nodes is different, the number of their parent nodes is also different. In order to simplify the calculation, we have studied the positions of the most and the least number of parent nodes in a tier and given the calculation methods respectively shown below. 
where
Proof. As shown in Figure 7 , the position indicated by point C is the position of the sink node. Point A is the position of the node V which has the least number of parent nodes. All the parent nodes of node V are located in the shadow area. The shadow area can be seen as the area intersected by the circle that center is C and radius is 1 and the circle that center is A and radius is 2 . Obviously, the longer the distance between two centers, the smaller the area of intersection. And the position of point A leads to the longest distance of two centers, so node V has the least number of parent nodes. The three sides 1 , 2 , and of triangle ABC are known, and the cosine value of ∠CAB and ∠ACB can be calculated by cosine theorem. And the area of sector DAB and sector CAB can be calculated by using sector area formula. And the area of isosceles triangle DAB and isosceles triangle CAB can also calculated by using 1 , 2 and cosine value of ∠CAB and ∠ACB. Finally, shadow area = ( − ) + ( − ).
Theorem 2. The node V in the innermost of the tier covers the maximum area of tier where the parent nodes are located. The area is
Tier i Tier i-1 Tier i-2
Node v in outermost position of tier i Sink Node r 1 r 2 Figure 7 : Min area that node covered the parent tier. Figure 8 , is the shadow area and 1 is the sum of the areas of and 2 . Because the shape of is irregular, it cannot be obtained directly. Fortunately, the area of 1 can be seen as node V in the outermost of tier -1 and its parent nodes in tier -2. Then the area of 1 can be calculated by Theorem 1. And the area of 2 can be seen as node V in the outermost of tier -1 and its parent nodes in tier -3, so the area of 2 can also be calculated by Theorem 1. Table 3 ). For the same transmission range, the larger the tier number of nodes, the larger the area covered. And it can be seen that the increase of the coverage area decreases as the tier number increases. For different transmission ranges, the greater the transmission range at the same tier number, the greater the area covered. Theorem 3. In the circle network that the radius is, nodes are uniformly deployed. If area in the network is given, the number of node in the area is
Proof. As shown in
where is the total number of nodes in the network, is the radius of the network
Proof. Because nodes are uniformly deployed in the network, the density of nodes in different area of the network is the same. and are given, and the density of node can be calculated: = /( ⋅ 2 ). And the area is given, so the number of nodes in the area is = ( ⋅ )/( ⋅ 2 ).
The minimum number of parent nodes of nodes in tier can be calculated by using Theorems 1 and 3, and the maximum number of parent nodes can be calculated by using Theorems 2 and 3.
In order to calculate the receiving data volume of a node, the number of child nodes and the sending data volume of its child nodes need to be calculated at first. The methods to calculate the number of child nodes are given below.
Theorem 4. Assume that node V in tier has child nodes in tier ( < ). If the number of parent nodes of a node in tier (
) and the total number of nodes in tier and tier ( and ) are known, the average number of child nodes of node V can be calculated by the following equation:
Proof. If a node in tier j has only one parent node in tier , each node in tier receives data from average / child nodes in tier . If broadcasting is used, i.e., a node in tier has multiple parent nodes in tier , and each node in tier receives data from average ⋅ / child nodes in tier .
The number of child nodes can be obtained by using Theorem 4, and we also need to obtain the sending data volume of child nodes for calculating the receiving data volume of parent node. And the sending data volume of child node needs to be obtained by receiving data volume of child node. The sending and receiving data volume of nodes in the outermost tier is known. So, the receiving and sending data volume can be calculated from the outer tier to the inner tier. Theorem 5 gives the calculation method of the receiving data volume of the node. Theorem 6 gives the calculation method of sending data volume of the node.
Theorem 5. Assume that node V in tier has child nodes in tier ( < ). In a data collection cycle, the sending data volume of child nodes in tier (
) and the number of child nodes of node in tier ( ℎ ) are known. If the PRR of data transmission from child node to node V is , and the retransmission time is , then the receiving data volume of node V is
Proof. If the PRR is and retransmission times is , the possibility of a successful data transmission is 1 − (1 − ) 1+ . If the wireless channel is lossless, the receiving data volume of node V is ℎ ⋅ . So, under the lossy wireless channel, the receiving data volume of node V can be calculated; that is,
Theorem 6. In a data collection cycle, if the retransmission times , the receiving data volume V , and the aggregate function ( ) are known, the sending data volume of node V in tier is
Proof. The sending data of node V are generated by aggregate function. And the input data of aggregate function are comprised of the data generated by self (size of 1 data packet) and the data received from its child nodes. The data volume of input data is V + 1. If the aggregate function ( ) is known, the output data volume is ( V + 1). If node V retransmits data times, the sending data volume is ( + 1) ⋅ ( V + 1)
The sending and receiving data volume of nodes in each tier can be calculated by using Theorems 5 and 6. They are the essential values to calculate the energy consumption of nodes in each tier. And the calculation methods of energy consumption according to data volume are shown in theorem below. 
The energy consumption of a node for receiving data in a data collection cycle is
The total energy consumption of a node in a data collection cycle is
Proof. If a power and time are known the energy consumption can be calculated as = ⋅ . If the data volume and transmission rate are known, the time can be calculated as = / . So, = ⋅ / . To calculate the energy consumption for sending data, just substitute , , and the into the equation = ⋅ / , that is, = ⋅ / And the energy consumption for receiving data can be calculated by using the method; that is,
Since the energy of a node is mostly used by sending data and receiving data. Therefore, the total energy consumption of the node is = + V .
The Calculation of Transmission Range.
The key point of the ATRTC scheme is to extend the transmission range properly, and the PRR should not be decreased at same time. To achieve this goal, the transmission power needs to be increased.
Theorem 8. Assume the following values are known: the energy consumption of node V in tier for receiving data V , the sending data volume of node V , the sending rate , the maximum energy consumption in the network (usually the node in tier 1) , and the max transmission power that the node can adjust determined by hardware . Under the ATRTC scheme, the transmission power of a node can adjust is 
Proof.
According to the reliability model in Section 3.2, the relationship of PRR, transmission power, and transmission range can be known by (2), (3), and (4). And according to (2) , the relationship between signal noise ratio and PRR can be known: = −1.28 ln[2(1 − 1/8 )](2)' . According to (3) , the relationship of ( ) and can be known: ( ) = − − (3)' . And according to (4) , the relationship between and ( ) can be known: = (10 [ ( )− ( 0 )]/10 )/ 0 (4)' . Substituting (2)' to (3)' , and then substituting (3)' to (4)' , we can get the relationship between the transmission range , the transmission power , and the PRR .
The max transmission range of node under a certain transmission power and a certain PRR can be calculated by using Theorem 9. But this is not a proper transmission range, because the excessive transmission range will lead to the data redundancy and energy waste. And the data collection time will be increased accordingly. Therefore, after calculating the max transmission range, the new transmission range needs to be adjusted based on the max transmission range. In ATRTC scheme, we suggest that the proper transmission range should satisfy the condition of not more than 3 in length and the minimum number of parent nodes is 2.
Under the ATRTC scheme, a node has residual energy that can achieve cross-tier transmission. In order to figure out which tier the node can reach, we show the method in Theorem 10. Theorem 1 . If the transmission range of node V in tier and the width of tier are known, the tier number of the tier that node V can reach is
Proof. If the transmission range and the width of tier are known, the number of tiers that node V can completely span can be calculated, that is, ⌊ / ⌋. Because the order of tier number from the outermost tier to the sink is descending, and the tier number of node V is also known, the tier number of node V can be − ⌊ / ⌋ 
The Calculation of Data Collection Reliability.
Due to the data aggregation technology used in the network, the amount of information in a single packet increases, the final result generated after data collection is more vulnerable and affected by packet loss. Therefore, improving the reliability of data collection helps to ensure the accuracy of data collection. Theorem 11 gives the calculation method of the reliability of the node to transmit data to the parent node. Theorem 12 gives the calculation method for the reliability of the data sent by node reach to the sink node successfully. And Theorem 13 gives the calculation method of network data collection reliability.
Theorem 11. The one-hop reliability of node in tier is defined as the possibility of data sent by node in tier reach to the parent nodes successfully by using broadcast and retransmission mechanism. If the minimum numbers of parent nodes , the PRR , and the retransmission time are known, the one-hop reliability of node in tier is
Proof. If the PRR of the data transmission is , the possibility of packet loss is (1 − ). If the node transmits the same data packet times, the possibility of packet loss is (1 − ) . The times retransmission can be seen as +1 times data transmission, the possibility of packet loss is (1 − ) 1+ . And transmitting data to parent nodes simultaneously can be seen as times data transmission, the possibility of packet loss is (1 − ) . If node transmits data packet to parent nodes by using broadcast and retransmission mechanism, the possibility of packet loss is (1 − ) ⋅(1+ ) . Therefore, the possibility of successful data transmission, i.e., the one-hop reliability, is1 − (1 − ) ⋅(1+ ) .
According to the proof of Theorem 11, the data transmission by broadcast retransmission mechanism can be seen as multiple transmissions of the same data packet. Figure 11 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing   13 shows the relationship between one-hop reliability and PRR under different transmission times. As shown in Figure 11 , first, the greater the one-hop reliability the greater the PRR under the same transmission times. Second, the more transmission times, the greater one-hop reliability under the same PRR. When the transmission times=1, the one-hop reliability of node is equal to the PRR. When transmission time =2, the one-hop reliability of node is greatly improved compared to that when transmission time =1. Even when the PRR=0.8, the one-hop reliability can reach 0.96 under transmission time =2. It can be seen that when the PRR is relatively low, using broadcast and retransmission mechanism can significantly improve the one-hop reliability.
Theorem 12. Assume that a data packet from a node reaches sink node successfully needs multiple hop transmission. If the one-hop reliability of each hop is 1 , 2 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, , the reliability of a data transmission from the node in tier to the sink node is
Proof. The data sent by the node in tier needs to forward by the parent node closer to the sink node. The reliability of successful transmission to the sink node is based on the reliability of each one-hop reliability of node to forward the data. Therefore, the reliability of data transmission from the node in tier to the sink node can be expressed as Φ = ∏ =1 . Theorem 13. If the reliabilities of data transmission from node in each tire to the sink node Φ 1 ,Φ 2 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅,Φ are known, the reliability of network data collection Q is
Proof. The distances between the nodes in difference positions and the sinks are different, the reliability of the transmission to the sink is also different. The minimum reliability is used to measure the reliability of network data collection. It can make sure the reliability of the transmission of data sent from any node reach to the sink node is not less than the minimum reliability Q.
The Calculation of Data Collection Time.
The data collection time in this paper is the time length from the beginning to the finish of data collection in the network. According to the data collection model in Section 3.3, the parent nodes need to wait until the child nodes finish the data transmission. Under the ATRTC scheme, the transmission ranges of nodes in each tier are different. The node that has residual energy can achieve cross-tier transmission. For example, the nodes in tier 8 can transmit data to the nodes in tier 6 rather than tier 7. And the nodes in tier 7 can transmit data to the nodes in tier 5. So that the nodes in tier 7 need not to wait the nodes in tier 8. The nodes in tier 7 and tier 8 can transmit data to their parent nodes at the same time as long as their parent nodes are not in the same tier. So, under the ATRTC scheme, there are two paths that can transmit data to the sink node if some conditions are satisfied. The sink node usually has a stable power supply, and the data transmission function is more powerful than the sensor node. It is assumed that the sink node can receive data transmitted from nodes of two tiers at the same time.
Theorem 14. Assume the node V in tier has child nodes in tier . If the number of child nodes of node V n ℎ , the average sending data volume of each child node and the sending rate V of nodes are known, and the time of data transmission from child nodes to node V is
Proof. Assume the sensor node usually has multiple data channels, and nodes in the same tier can transmit data simultaneously if their parent nodes are not the same. The parent nodes can receive data from only one child node at one time. If a parent node has multiple child nodes, the child nodes need to transmit data in order. The sending rate and receiving rate are the same value in this paper. If the wireless channel is lossless, the transmission time from nodes in tier j to their parent nodes in tier can be calculated by the receiving data volume of parent nodes. But, if the wireless channel is lossy, using the total sending data volume of child nods is more accurate. Therefore, the time of data transmission from child nodes to node V can be expressed as n ℎ ⋅ / V .
Theorem 15. Assume that there are two paths for the data collection, and each path is comprised of nodes in different tiers. The two paths can transmit data simultaneously. The data transmission times on the first path are t 11 , t 12 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, t 1 . The data transmission times on the second path are t 21 , t 22 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, t 2 . The data collection time of the network can be calculated by the following equation:
Proof. Since the parent node needs to wait for all child nodes to complete the transmission to start data transmission, the transmission time on each path is ∑ =1 t . For the two paths that can be transmitted simultaneously, the data collection time is determined by the transmission time of the last completed path. Therefore, the data collection time of the network can be expressed as max{∑ =1 t 1 , ∑ =1 t 1 }.
The data collection time of the network under ATRTC scheme can be calculated by using Theorems 14 and 15. For that under CTPR scheme, every transmission time from child tier to parent tier need to be calculated by using Theorem 14 and the data collection time of the network under CTPR scheme can be calculated by accumulating them.
The Calculation of Network Lifetime
Theorem 16. If the initial energy of node and the total energy consumption in a data collection cycle are known, the lifetime of a node is
Proof. The lifetime of a node is defined as the number of data collection cycle from the full state to the empty state of the battery of a node. Therefore, the number of data collection cycle can be easily calculated by the known initial energy of node and energy consumption in a data collection cycle: ⌊ / ⌋.
Theorem 17.
Assume the network has m tiers, and the lifetime of nodes in each tier is ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, ℓ . The lifetime of the network can be expressed as follows:
Proof. According to the definition of the network lifetime in Section 3.4, the lifetime of the network is determined by the lifetime of the node first died. That means the lifetime of the network is the minimum lifetime of nodes in all tiers. Therefore, the lifetime of network can be expressed as min{ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, ℓ }.
In a data collection cycle, the data volume received and sent by nodes in different tiers is different. The data transmission time of nodes in different tiers is also different. Therefore, the lifetime expressed by using the data collection cycle is more convenient than using the transmission time. The lifetime of the network can be easily calculated by using Theorems 16 and 17.
Analysis and Comparison
In this section, the wireless sensor network under Adaptive Transmission Range Based Topology Control (ATRTC) scheme will be compared with the wireless sensor network under Constant Transmission Power and Range (CTPR) scheme. The network structure, the data collection reliability of the network, the data collection time, and so on will be compared and analyzed in the following contents.
Network Structure.
Under the ATRTC scheme, the transmission power and the transmission range of nodes in each tier are different compared with these under CTPR scheme.
The transmission power of nodes under ATRTC scheme and under CTPR scheme is compared in Figure 12 . As can be seen from Figure 12 , the transmission power of nodes in most tiers under ATRTC scheme is increased compared with that under CTPR scheme. The transmission power of node in all tiers is the same value under CTPR scheme. And the more the residual energy of the nodes, the higher the transmit power under the ATRTC scheme.
Under the ATRTC scheme, increasing the transmission power of a node can extend the transmission range and improve the transmission reliability of the node. The transmission range of the nodes under CTPR Scheme and ATRTC Scheme is compared in Figure 13 . It can be seen from Figure 13 that the transmission range of nodes in all tiers is the same under the CTPR scheme. The transmission range of node is all increased in tier 2-6 under ATRTC scheme. The transmission range of node in tier 2 is 42 ; it can just reach the sink node. The transmission range of node from tier 3 to tier 6 is slightly reduced, because the total area of tier is increased from tier 3 to tier 6. Figure 14 shows which tier the child node can reach. The number on the vertical axis represents the serial number of tier, and 0 represents the serial number of sink node tier. Under the CTPR scheme, the serial number of the parent tier is always one less than the serial number of the child tier. The transmission range under CTPR scheme is all the same. But under the ATRTC scheme, most serial number of parent tier is two less than the serial number of the child tier, and nodes in tier 1 and tier 2 have the same serial number of parent tier. Nodes in tier 2 have residual energy and the transmission range of them is extended. Figure 15 shows the minimum number of parent nodes in each tier under ATRTC scheme and CTPR scheme. Under CTPR scheme, the minimum number of in tier 2 and tier 3 is 1. If a child node only has only one parent node, broadcast mechanism will not improve the reliability of data transmission from a child node to parent node. Therefore, nodes in tier 2 and tier 3 transmit data using retransmission mechanism to improve the reliability under the CTPR scheme. And under ATRTC scheme, the minimum number of parent nodes in each tier is always 2 due to the increase of transmission range. Figure 16 shows the path of data collection under ATRTC scheme and CTPR scheme. Under CTPR scheme, a path of data is collected from outer to inner tier by tier. And under the ATRTC scheme, there are two paths of data collection. Nodes in tier 6 transmit data to parent nodes in tier 4 and nodes in tier 5 transmit data to parent nodes in tier 3. Nodes in tier 6 and tier 5 can transmit data simultaneously. As can be seen in the Figure 16 , nodes in tier 6 can transmit data to the sink node just through 3 hops under ATRTC and 5 hops under CTPR scheme.
The average number of parent and average number of children under the CTPR Scheme and ATRTC Scheme are compared in Figures 17 and 18 , respectively. It can be seen from Figure 17 that the average number of parent nodes of nodes in tier 4-6 under the ATRTC scheme is increased compared to the CTPR scheme due to the increase of the transmission range. As can be seen from Figure 18 , under the ATRTC scheme, the average number of child node in tier 1-4 is more than that under the CTPR scheme. The total number of nodes in a tier is increased with the serial number of tier increase according to Figure 19 . And the most serial number of child tier under ATRTC scheme is more than that under CTPR scheme with the same parent tier serial number. Figure 20 , the PRR of node in every tier is 0.868 due to the same transmission range and power under CTPR scheme. And under ATRTC scheme, there is a significantly improvement of the PRR in tiers 4, 5, and 6 compared with CTPR scheme. Because the nodes in tiers 4, 5, and 6 have lots of residual energy, they can use a high transmission power under ATRTC. This led to a high PRR. The PRR of nodes in tier 2 and 3 under ATRTC scheme is roughly equal to that under CTPR scheme. The residual energy of nodes in tiers 2 and 3 is not as much as that in tiers 4, 5, and 6. The residual energy is used to extend the transmission range at first. The one-hop reliability of nodes under ATRTC scheme and CTPR scheme is compared in Figure 21 . Under the ATRTC scheme, the one-hop reliability of nodes in tiers 4, 5, and 6 has a significant improvement compared with CTPR scheme. And the one-hop reliability of nodes in tiers 1, 2, and 3 under ATRTC scheme is roughly equal to the CTPR scheme. But the one-hop reliability of nodes can reach 0.98 at least both under ATRTC and CTPR scheme.
Data Collection Reliability. In
The reliability of data reaching sink node (RDS) from nodes in each tier under ATRTC scheme and CTPR scheme is compared in Figure 22 . Under the CTPR scheme, the RRS is decreased with the increase of tier serial number. The reliability of tier 6 is the lowest, that is, 0.9002. This is because every hop of data transmission has a possibility of data loss, and the further away from the sink node, the more hops required. Under the ATRTC scheme, the RDS from nodes in all tiers except tier 1 is higher than that under CTPR scheme. Transmitting data to the sink node under ATRTC scheme needs less hops than CTPR scheme. And the onehop reliability of nodes in most tiers under ATRTC scheme is higher than CTPR scheme. The RDS from node in tier 5 is the lowest under ATRTC scheme, and it still reaches 0.9659. According to Theorem 13, the reliability of data collection under ATRTC scheme is 0.9659 and under CTPR scheme is 0.9002. The ATRTC scheme increased by 7.3% over the CTPR scheme on the reliability of data collection. 
Data Collection Time.
The sending data volume and receiving data volume of nodes in each tier under ATRTC scheme and CTPR scheme are shown in Figures 23 and 24 , respectively. In Figure 23 , the sending data volume of nodes increases as the serial number of tiers decreases. The parent nodes in the inner tier need to forward the data of the child nodes in outer tier and the number of parent nodes is less than the number of child nodes. But under ATRTC scheme the sending data volume is less than CTPR scheme. As can be seen from Figure 24 , under the ATRTC scheme, the receiving data volume of nodes in most tiers is less than the CTPR scheme. But the receiving data volume of nodes in tier 2 is more than the CTPR scheme. And the number of child nodes under ATRTC scheme is more than CTPR scheme and the sending data volume of child nodes is roughly the same according to Figures 18 and 23 . Tables 4 and 5 show the paths of one-hop and the time spent on them under CTPR scheme and ATRTC scheme. As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5 , the closer to the sink node, the more time which is spent on the path of one-hop. The closer to the sink node, the more time which is spent on the one-hop path. Under the same serial number, the time spent on the path of one-hop under ATRTC scheme is mostly more than CTPR scheme. For example, when serial number is 1, under CTPR scheme the time spent on one-hop is 0.152083s and 0.245833s under ATRTC scheme. But under ATRTC scheme, data from the nodes in tier 6 can directly reach the nodes in tier 4 in 0.245833s and 0.481643s under CTPR scheme. This is because of the cross-tier transmission and two paths of data collection under ATRTC scheme. Therefore, the data collection time of the network under the ATRTC scheme was reduced by 23% compared to the CTPR scheme.
Energy Consumption and Network Lifetime.
The energy consumption of nodes in each tier and network lifetime under CTPR scheme and ATRTC scheme is compared in this section. The energy consumption for sending data, the energy consumption for receiving data, and the total energy consumption of nodes in each tier in a data collection cycle are shown in Figures 25, 26 , and 27, respectively. As shown in Figure 25 , the energy consumption of nodes in tier 1 under ATRTC scheme is lower than CTPR scheme, and the energy consumption of nodes in tiers 2-6 under ATRTC scheme is higher than CTPR scheme. Because the nodes in tiers 2-6 have residual energy, the transmission power of them is increased under ATRTC scheme. The trend of Figure 26 is similar to Figure 24 , because the receiving power is not changed under ATRTC scheme. As shown in Figure 27 , the closer to the sink node, the greater the energy consumption Table 6 shows the lifetime of nodes in each tier under ATRTC scheme and CTPR scheme. According to the definition of the network lifetime, it is the minimum lifetime of node. The network lifetime under CTPR scheme is 43799 cycles and 48113 cycles under ATRTC scheme. The network lifetime under ATRTC scheme is about 10% higher than CTPR scheme.
Conclusion
In the wireless sensor network, the resources of a node are quite limited, and the wireless channel is lossy. Therefore, how to achieve high stability, low power consumption, and low latency network performance is very challenging under limited energy conditions. This paper focuses on optimizing the lifetime, data collection time, and data collection reliability of periodic data collection wireless sensor networks by controlling the transmission range of the nodes. After careful analysis, we found that the traditional Constant Transmission Power and Range (CTPR) scheme has a shortage that energy consumption near-sink node is much higher than far-sink node. Therefore, the Adaptive Transmission Range Based Topology Control (ATRTC) scheme is proposed in this paper. If a node has residual energy, the transmission power will be increased, the transmission range will be extended, and the transmission quality will be improved under ATRTC scheme. Increasing the transmission range can reduce the number of hops that data reaches the sink node and improve the reliability of data collection. And the increase of paths of data collection leads to reducing of data collection time. According to the analysis in this paper, compared with the CTPR scheme, the ATRTC scheme reduces the maximum energy consumption by 9%, increases the network lifetime by 10%, increases the data collection reliability by 7.3%, and reduces the network data collection time by 23%.
The ATRTC scheme also has some limitations. If the energy consumption difference between the nodes is not very large, the nodes do not have enough residual energy to substantially extend the transmission range to achieve crosstier transmission. In this case, the ATRTC scheme will not have a significant performance increase. How to improve the performance in that case can be solved in future work. In addition, ATRTC scheme improves the transmission range of sensor nodes. And larger transmission range will be interfered by more nodes. How to reduce the interference between nodes is also a problem that needs to be solved in the future.
